
Policymakers across the political spectrum agree—reStart, Inc.’s Executive 

Director is a force to be reckoned with. Evie Craig is on a first-name basis with elected 

officials, helps shape the legislative agendas of influential organizations, and has knowledge about 

policies impacting homelessness that rivals that of a Washington think tank. Other organizations 

frequently turn to Craig for support, both because of her policy expertise and because the organization 

is known for wielding power. But Craig also has an organization to run, one that is in the middle of a 

major capital campaign and transitioning to a more permanent-housing model, all while dealing with the 

ravages of the recession, an increase in returning homeless veterans, and the daily challenges of being 

on the front lines of a battle for economic justice.  

These constraints forced reStart to look for other structures for its advocacy, in order to better leverage 

the talents of its professional staff, utilize its volunteer corps, and find roles for clients. reStart applied 

for the advocacy technical assistance grant from the Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City and 

the REACH Foundation not because they needed help to learn how to do advocacy but because there is, 

after all, only one Evie Craig. There were obstacles related to capacity, in that many staff members who 

are natural advocates also deal with large caseloads and the trauma associated with individuals in crisis. 

reStart’s work through the advocacy technical assistance process aimed to surround its executive 

director with a cadre of advocates, root its agenda more directly in its programming, and create 

structures that institutionalize advocacy. 

A different way to build an agenda 

reStart releases an advocacy agenda each year, spelling out the issues that the organization will monitor, 

push, or oppose. Issues are separated into tiers according to their relative importance at the local, state, 

and federal levels. This agenda used to be largely the work of Craig, whose connections to policymakers 

and policy monitors across the advocacy landscape informed reStart’s consideration of issues. While this 

agenda attracted recognition and served to influence the agendas of others, few reStart staff and clients 

were familiar with the items on the agenda, and some did not even know it existed. Because of this, 

restructuring the agenda process was one of the organization’s priorities for technical assistance. 

reStart began the process of rethinking its advocacy agenda by convening focus groups with staff and 

clients, inviting them to identify core barriers to client success. These conversations also included 

discussions about what policymakers need to understand about reStart and the populations it serves. 

One of the most important outcomes of these discussions was the identification of some comparatively 

‘small’ items that are significant concerns for clients and staff. Among these are school district truancy 

policies and university policies that close residence halls during vacations, creating difficulties for 

homeless youth who have made it to college. reStart has found early receptivity to these items, through 

the network of close policymaker relationships cultivated over the years.  

reStart viewed the process of inviting clients and staff to contribute to the advocacy agenda as an 

opportunity for broader participation. Staff identified partnerships with organizations whose advocacy 

interests might align with reStart’s, better tracking of former clients to invite them to share their stories 

with policymakers, and identification of current clients whose goals might be served by connecting to 



advocacy efforts. Almost without exception, the clients served and the staff responded positively, 

excited to have a chance to shape the work. This positive reception was facilitated by reStart, Inc.’s 

broad definition of advocacy.  restart, Inc. is intentional that its advocacy work also encompasses 

systems changes.  

A new way to serve 

While reStart, Inc.’s clients and staff were eager to shape the advocacy agenda, the constraints they face 

meant that reStart needed to identify and cultivate other allies as well. Staff are often overwhelmed 

with client needs. Clients, while experts in the factors that contribute to their own homelessness, also 

face the strains of their precarious situations. reStart has another extremely valuable human resource: a 

large number of committed, regular volunteers—and, in many cases, the institutions they represent. 

reStart, Inc. is served by hundreds of volunteers each year. Congregations prepare meals for guests, 

college students sort donations, individual volunteers serve overnight shifts at the youth shelter and 

mentor homeless teens. reStart employs a full-time manager to manage the tasks associated with 

volunteers, and Evie Craig recognized that the organization could do more to fully utilize their talents 

and connections. Alissa Parker, reStart’s first point of volunteer contact, created an orientation program 

to prepare volunteers for their service and to debrief their experience. With help from the technical 

assistance provider, Parker incorporated an advocacy volunteer job description and additional 

information about reStart’s advocacy into this orientation. Now, there are entry points for those whose 

experience at reStart has sparked an interest in advocating for larger social change. A volunteer might 

offer to organize an event at his/her church to write letters to Congress about funding for homeless 

veterans, for example, or monitor media coverage about homelessness and write periodic letters to the 

editor, or accompany Craig to present reStart’s advocacy priorities to the Kansas City, Missouri City 

Council. Volunteer engagement in advocacy can take many paths. What is constant is the organization’s 

invitation to a new way to serve and expression of the value that volunteers bring. 

reStart also enjoys the support of many corporate and individual donors. While reStart is still exploring 

how to best engage this group in advocacy, the organization recognizes that these people, often 

influential and well-connected, are important potential allies worth far more than just their financial 

support. They are positioned to be strong allies for the organization’s continued public support, and 

they have a clear interest in seeing the root causes of homelessness addressed, too. The challenge is in 

building the systems and finding the messages that make the invitation to advocate possible. 

Highlighting clients’ voices 

reStart practices its belief in client empowerment. Residents meet frequently to discuss agency rules 

and navigate the challenges of sharing space. reStart also emphasizes hiring from the communities it 

serve, employing a diverse staff, some of whom have experienced poverty themselves.  

These values led Craig to prioritize elevating client voices. This included the focus groups and also 

changes in some of reStart’s policy communications, including one of the agency’s signature events, its 

legislative reception. This event, held each spring, sees policymakers and their staffs converge on 



reStart, Inc. to hear a presentation about the organization’s priorities, see programs in action, and serve 

lunch to guests on-site. In 2012, Craig worked with direct staff to identify clients who could play a critical 

role in this event. Because time is so limited at this reception, and because the goal is to capture 

policymakers’ attention in a focused way, Craig worked with clients to identify elements of their lives 

that illustrate specific policy obstacles that should be immediately addressed.  

One youth shared the obstacles that homeless teens face in accessing SNAP benefits, because their 

parents often still claim them as dependents, despite providing no material assistance. Several 

policymakers in attendance immediately suggested that regulations require parents to prove that the 

children they claim are receiving support, instead of requiring youth to prove that they are not. Another 

client spoke about child care assistance and the impossible expectation that parents prove that they are 

working before they can receive subsidies, when employers expect that employees will secure child care 

before accepting a job. Policymakers suggested that there might be ways to pilot an initiative that would 

secure child care as part of a transitional living program, as an interim measure while parents await final 

eligibility. These testimonies, from individuals who are working incredibly hard to overcome challenges 

that contributed to their homelessness, catalyzed policymaker focus on action, largely because, when 

confronted with such a compelling case for policy ‘fixes’, it was difficult for policymakers not to respond.  

reStart intends to build on this platform for client voice, in the collection of stories that illustrate what is 

difficult for policymakers to understand—the factors that trap people in homelessness. While these 

plans are still in progress, they will likely include increased emphasis on clients’ perspectives in agency 

communications, additional opportunities for policymakers to spend time with clients, and, perhaps, 

regular opportunities for clients to discuss policy barriers and potential solutions. 

Imagining executive transition 

Evie Craig isn’t going anywhere—for now. Eventually, however, reStart will face a future without her 

leadership. The organization is now putting in place some of the structures that will ease that transition. 

This includes more regular inclusion of policy content in Craig’s work with her direct-report staff, so that 

they can learn from her expertise and insights, as well as the identification of where job descriptions 

align with advocacy responsibilities. Some of reStart, Inc.’s future plans include: 

 Additional training for staff around specific policy issues and opportunities for policy 

engagement, as well as some advocacy skill development 

 Possible development of an advocacy task force, to leverage Board members’ community 

connections for greater advocacy impact 

 Investment in infrastructure, such as a donor database that allows targeting based on interests 

and/or districts 

 Continued integration of advocacy into reStart, Inc.’s volunteer efforts, perhaps to include 

developing advocacy-related volunteer opportunities for interns and other long-term volunteers 

By many measures, reStart’s advocacy was far ahead of many nonprofit social service organizations 

before the organization applied for technical assistance. It was—and is—a real player in the policy 

systems that touch its work. It is often looked to as an example of how direct-service organizations can 



make advocacy part of the way they live their mission. It had a sophisticated understanding of policy 

issues. And it recognized that fulfilling that mission is a task larger than any one person can achieve, and 

that reStart has influential assets and allies. It is to that multiplier effect that reStart, Inc. is now 

dedicated, and the possibilities are nearly limitless. 


